
Dear colleagues,

The Arbiters Commission is pleased to announce two new workshops: the first one (June 10, co-organized
with ECU) will be dedicated to educating arbiters on best practices to fulfill their role in the new context of
online competitions. The second one (June 18) will provide some guidelines to arbiters in the process of title
applications, with the aim of helping arbiters and federations to have their title applications approved timely
and smoothly.

Both webinars are free of charge, and we will appreciate it if you could forward this announcement to all the
arbiters in your respective federations.

FIDE and ECU Workshop for arbiters in Online Chess 

The conference will be held on  Zoom. To register, simply send an email to  chairman.arbiters@fide.com.
Prior to the start, the organizer will provide a link to join the webinar.

Schedule: 10.06.2020 [Wednesday], 18:00 - 20:00 CEST 

Title - Workshop for arbiters in online chess events

Hosts - IA Laurent Freyd, Chairman of the FIDE Arbiters' Commission and IA Tomasz Delega, Chairman
of the ECU Arbiters' Council

Description - the hosts will share about online events and best practices to help arbiters fulfilling their role in
this new context.

Topics to be discussed:
- What's the role of the arbiter in online tournaments.
- How to get prepared for different kinds of online tournament formats. 
- How to deal with the challenges that an arbiter may face online. 
- What are the useful processes and tools for arbiters online. 
- How to implement fair-play measures and tools. 

https://fide.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=6d944e993248d15fc2b046696&id=c1337d4134&e=765d54cbb9
mailto:chairman.arbiters@fide.com?subject=Arbiters%20Workshop%20(Online%20Chess)


FIDE Workshop for Federations on arbiters' title applications 

The conference will be held on Zoom. To register, simply send an email  to secretary.arbiters@fide.com.
Prior to the start, the organizer will send a link to join the webinar.

Schedule: 18.06.2020 [Wednesday], 15:00 - 17:00 CEST

Title - Workshop for federations on arbiters' title applications

Hosts - IA Laurent Freyd, Chairman of the FIDE Arbiters' Commission, IA Nebojsa Baralic, Secretary of
the FIDE Arbiters' Commission and IA Jirina Prokopova, Member of the FIDE Arbiters' commission in
charge of titles

Description - the hosts will share about best practices in the preparation of arbiters' title applications, to help
federations and arbiters increase their applications approved at first try.

Topics to be discussed:
- How to fill in and validate an arbiter's norm
- How to select norms for a valid application
- How to check data related to an application

We hope these activities will be of your interest. Best regards,
FIDE Arbiters Commission

                             

https://fide.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=6d944e993248d15fc2b046696&id=26b13d8c25&e=765d54cbb9
mailto:secretary.arbiters@fide.com?subject=Arbiters%20Seminar%20(tittle%20applications)
https://twitter.com/FIDE_chess
https://www.facebook.com/ChessFIDE/
https://www.youtube.com/user/fidechannel
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=gf%26trkInfo=AQE4f54Iq90I2wAAAXJ-tsoAEHIGFhGZNbeIxM3RhjeEWP3dzaC-vmLz046aRvY_IoCLlO4jqZW3bSnWomHlSneMp_v3zzSRX0HfTgPLSG-nzuj0iTs0_REvlUrHZ_V0sDhy0rs=%26originalReferer=%26sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcomp
https://www.instagram.com/fide_chess/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/fide/albums

